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CESAR (1921-1998)
Compression de voiture - 1979
Renault 16 compressed
Signed on top right side «César»
156 x 58 x 45cm
Estimate :300 000 - 400 000 €

Artcurial stars in Monte-Carlo
			 this summer with
Artcurial Monaco Auction Week !
Jewellery, Watches, Hermès & Luxury bags & Monaco Sculptures
Sales - 15 to 21 July 2022, in Monte-Carlo

Artcurial returns to its summer quarters on the Riviera, the Hotel
Hermitage, on 15 to 21 July, in the heart of the eternally elegant Monte
Carlo.
This is an unmissable rendez-vous for enthusiasts and collectors of rare
lots. The Collector’s Watches, Jewelry, Hermès & Luxury Bags, Comic
Books and Monaco Sculptures departments, will all hold viewings
and sales in the legendary Hotel Hermitage, with a line-up of rare lots
selected specially for the occasion.

MONTE-CARLO - Artcurial is heading to the Rock of
Monaco once again, to take up residence at the Hotel
Hermitage in Monte Carlo between 15 and 21 July
2022. Over a week, the auction house will present seven
prestigious sales including Jewellery, Fine Watches, Le
Temps est Féminin and Hermès & Luxury Bags, with an
exceptional quality of lots consigned for auction.

Jewellery

Monday 18 July at 14.00
Tuesday 19 July at 17.00
Wednesday 20 July at 14.00

Jewellery returns to Monaco for the traditional summer
event for collectors and enthusiasts of jewellery and
precious stones, with an exhibition and three prestigious
sales.
Buoyed by the success of the January 2022 sale that
realised over 4M€ including premium, the department
has brought together a new and stunning selection of old
and contemporary pieces of jewellery that includes all
the iconic names.

BUCCELLATI
Cuff bracelet «Macri Giglio»
Blackened gold, yellow gold and
diamonds
Estimate : 10 000 – 12 000 €

« 2022 will definitely be sparkling on Le Rocher this summer!
Only ew weeks before our jewellery catalogue was to close, our sale already
had many treasures: Cartier, Van Cleef, Bulgari, Chaumet, Boucheron,
Buccelatti, Boivin, diamonds including one of over 17cts, stunning
sapphires and an exceptional case of emeralds and diamonds from a
prestigious private collection. and some stunning sapphires. We are
preparing for a sale that, once again, is full of promise. »
– Julie Valade,
Director of the Jewellery department, Artcurial

A platinum and white gold necklace set
with 15 natural oval Ceylon sapphires,
brilliant-cut, pear, navette and baguette diamonds, French work circa 1970
Estimate: €80,000 - 120,000
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Bague en or gris ornée d’un diamant
navette de 5.90 cts
Certificat LFG: Couleur H, Pureté VS1,
aucune fluorescence
Estimation : 70 000 - 100 000 €
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RICHARD MILLE
RM003
Tourbillon Dual Time Zone
Wristwatch in white gold
Estimate : 450.000 - 650.000 €

AUDEMARS PIGUET
Model 5513
Wristwatch in yellow gold
The watch was sold in May 1960 to
Cartier Paris.
Estimate : 150.000 - 250.000 €

ROLEX
Submariner, ref. 16610
POLYNESIAN DIRECTORY
Very rare series limited to 3 pieces
made at the request of the PTT of New
Caledonia.
Dial signed «ANNUAIRE POLYNESIEN» and
case back numbered 2/3.
Estimate :40 000 - 80 000 €

Le Temps est féminin & Fine Watches
Tuesday 19 July at 14.00

Sunday 17 July at 18.00
Monday 18 July at̀ 18.00

Following the success of the January 2022 sales, the
next Monegasque Watch sales will present all the best
manufacturers, the most iconic models and most highly
sought-after reference pieces.
Artcurial begins this session with The Sparkling
Collection, an exceptional gathering of nearly 80 ladies’
watches from a private collection. A hidden treasure of
a thousand and one nights, kept in a safe for more than
forty years, of remarkable quality. A sparkling era!
Piaget reigns supreme with some fifteen lots on offer,
including a rare malachite set, lapis lazuli and coral cuffs.
Vacheron Constantin, Chopard and Longines are also on
display with watches adorned with diamonds, tiger’s eye,
opal and turquoise dials. A spectacular setting!

To celebrate the tenth edition of Le Temps est féminin, an
exceptional sale with a hundred rare lots such as a gold
and coral set from Patek Philippe, a yellow gold Omega
cuff studded with precious stones or a magnificent Cartier
Art Deco watch in enamel, onyx and diamonds. A colorful,
dazzling and amazing edition!
The Collector’s Watches sale is equally remarkable, with double
signatures in the spotlight: Audemars Piguet sold by
Audemars Piguet sold by Cartier, Patek Philippe sold by
Haussmann.
Collectors and watch lovers will also find Rolex Daytona, Patek
Philippe Nautilus, Richard Mille RM 003 and many others.
There are also spectacular lots such as Henri Verneuil’s watch
or the one that belonged to Johnny Hallyday.

« The three sales taking place this July in
Monaco will be full of excitement…
get ready ! »
– Marie Sanna-Legrand,
Director of the Fine Watches department
Artcurial

PIAGET vers 1970
Parure composée d’une montre manchette, d’un sautoir, d’une paire de
pendants d’oreilles et d’une bague
en or jaune sertie de cabochons de
malachite
Estimation : 80 000 - 120 000 €
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Marino MARINI (1901-1980)
Cavaliere - 1945
Bronze à patine brune nuancée
Cachet du monogramme sur la terrasse «MM», cachet du fondeur sur la
tranche de la terrasse «Fonderia d’Arte, Milano, M.A.F.»
Conçue en 1945 dans une édition à 3 exemplaires non numérotée.
105 x 94 x 36,50 cm
Estimation sur demande

Monaco Sculptures
Wednesday 20 July at 18.00

Following the first two highly successful sales in 2019
and 2021, Monaco Sculptures returns this summer
for a third edition! The sale will comprise an exclusive
selection of sculptures by leading artists from the 20th
and 21st centuries such as Wang Keping, Bernar Venet,
Christian Lapie and Philippe Hiquily.
This cultural event will take place between the end of
April and the end of July, in the famous locations of La
Société des Bains de Mer and Les Jardins de Monte-Carlo.

An open-air museum takes place in Monte-Carlo,
from the gardens of Petite Afrique to the Saint-James,
from Beaumarchais Square to the Hotel de Paris, the
Hermitage and the Monte-Carlo Beach.
All the sculptures will be auctioned on July 20th at 6pm
in the salons of the Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo.
Artcurial will present a lot of 5 wind roses of different
sizes to the benefit of the Monegasque Red Cross in
favor of Ukraine.

« For the third edition, Monaco Sculptures will focus on sculpture of the
Mediterranean. Anachar Basbous and Choukini from Lebanon and Yves
Dana originally from Egypt, are just some of the names we are presenting
in this new sculpture walk around the Principality. Added to this are the
“Mediterraneans” from the Côte d’Azur: Arman, César, Claude Gilli, Sosno
... One of the stars will be an exceptional compression by César coming from
the collection of Edmonde Charles-Roux, another great figure in the world
of Mediterranean art. »
– Martin Guesnet,
International Senior Advisor, Artcurial
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Hermès & Luxury bags
Thursday 21 July at 12.00

The Fashion & Luxury Accessories department will
offer collectors and enthusiasts of leather goods a new
selection of bags by the most prestigious luxury houses.
Hermès, the historic leather goods manufacturer, will be
at the centre of this summer sale with iconic models such
as Birkin, Kelly and Constance. The impressive range
of colours on offer gives prominence to the different
leathers and exotic skins of the bags in the sale.
The highly sought-after special orders and limited
editions in the sale will attract the attention of collectors
the world over.

HERMÈS
Sac BIRKIN 30
calf Togo orange
Estimate : 8 000 - 10 000 €

« The Hermès & Luxury Bags sale will offer a selection of handbags
in summer colours, with classic leathers and exotic skins on iconic
Birkin, Kelly and Constance bags. We will present a lovely array of
the most beautiful pieces made by the craftsmen of Maison Hermès. »
– Alice Léger,
Hermès & Luxury Bags specialist, Artcurial

HERMÈS, 2010
Limited edition
KELLY SO BLACK 35 bag
Black box. Black chromed metal hardware
Estimate : 15 000 - 25 000 €

HERMÈS, 2018
Sac KELLY Sellier 28
Calf Epsom Safran
Estimate : 9 000 - 11 000 €
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Enki BILAL
Coup de sang
Acrylic on card for the cover of this album
published in 2020 by éditions Casterman.
Signed and dated «20»
46,30 x 32,40 cm
Estimate : 80 000 - 120 000 €
Enki BILAL
Le Sommeil du monstre
Acrylic and Indian ink on paper.
Frame 6, page 18 of the album
(Les Humanoïdes Associés, 1998)
25, 50 x 31 cm
Estimates : 20 000 – 30 000 €

Comic Strips
Thursday 21 July at 16.00

The Comic Strip department, making its appearance
in Monte-Carlo for the first time, will present a group
of 25 drawings by Enki Bilal, the major artist of the 9th
art. A unique opportunity to plunge into the captivating
world of this special graphic artist of contemporary
comic strips. His work, dealing with themes of time and
memory, remains strikingly topical.

All the artworks on offer will initially be exhibited at
Artcurial Monaco from June, before being displayed at
the Hotel Hermitage where the dedicated sale will take
place at 16.00 on Thursday 21 July.
This unique rendez-vous once again confirms the
leading cultural position held by Monaco and its
importance in the art market.

The works presented come from the albums
Julia&Roem, La Couleur de l’air et La Tétralogie du
monstre.

« For the first time Artcurial Monaco will dedicate a
sale to Enki Bilal, the contemporary French artist who
portrays a colourful and avant-garde world. »
– Eric Leroy,
Comic Strips expert, Artcurial
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USEFUL
INFORMATION
Public viewing :
From 15 to 21 July 2022
at the Hôtel Hermitage, Monaco
Sales :
Fine Watches :
Sunday 17 July at 18.00
Monday 18 July at 18.00
Jewellery :
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Monday 18 July at 14.00
Tuesday 19 July at 17.00
Wednesday 20 July at 14.00
Le Temps est Féminin :
Tuesday 19 July at 14.00
Hermès & Luxury Bags :
Thursday 21 July at 12.00
Comic Strips :
Thursday 21 July at 16.00
Monaco Sculptures :
Wednesday 20 July at 18.00

PRESS
MATERIAL
High resolution images
available on request
Catalogue available
on artcurial.com

About Artcurial
Founded in 2002, multidisciplinary Paris based auction house Artcurial confirmed its
leading position on the international art market scene in 2021.
With three sale venues in Paris, Monaco and Marrakech, the auction house achieved an
overall sales total of 169 million euros in 2021. Artcurial covers all the major specialist
fields including Fine Arts, Decorative Arts, Collectors’ Cars, Jewellery, Watches, Fine
Wines and Spirits...
With a strong international bias, Artcurial maintains its presence abroad with offices
in Brussels, Milan, Monte-Carlo, Munich, Vienna and Spain. In October 2015, Artcurial
held its first sale in Hong Kong and Morocco.
artcurial.com
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